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Committee Letter
Dear Delegates,
We are excited to welcome you to this year’s Virginia Model UN Conference, a conference
which offers students the chance to learn more about the world and themselves. We welcome
you to the General Assembly of the United Nations. You have arrived at the Second Committee:
Economic and Financial (ECOFIN), and we hope that you enjoy your time here!
My name is Alvaro Cordero and I am a first  year in the College of Arts and Sciences
hoping to major in foreign affairs at UVa. I had widespread MUN experience in high school,
including travelling to 2 international MUN conferences, therefore if you want to ask me any
questions or advice you can contact me. In this committee, I look forward to guiding you
through a complex but fruitful discussion on such an important topic as is the current refugee
crisis. As we will be discussing some intense topics, I want to remind each and every one of you
to show respect and diplomacy, as well as keeping an open mind to all different opinions.
This committee’s main goal is not to further the development of just your country but to
work to reach a solution that is acceptable to all. That being said, debate is inevitable but how
you choose to proceed is up to you. You will be successful by coming prepared, being
open-minded and working diligently and cooperatively to find solutions.
I look forward to seeing you at VAMUN this fall! Feel free to contact me with any
questions or concerns.

Alvaro Cordero
Chair
aec2ag@virginia.edu

Introduction to the Committee:
The Economic and Financial Committee (ECOFIN) is somewhat self-explanatory, as we
will dive into the complex, controversial and innovative economic and financial topics, in our
case surrounding the refugee crisis. While this includes a plethora of topics that could not be
covered in one weekend, we will focus on three economic and financial issues of the refugee
crisis. There will be representatives from countries of origin, second/border countries, and
third/receiving countries in order to grasp perspectives from the various governments involved
with the refugee crisis.
This year ECOFIN will discuss the lasting economic impact of refugees in countries,
sustainable and practical solutions for refugees in camps and for those already settled in other
countries. Usually, this committee discusses broader global trade policies and economic trends.
However, given the need to find answers and solutions promptly to the many problems refugees
face, our committee this weekend will tackle three more specific issues. We will take a look at (1)
sustainable practices in refugee camps from ensuring food security to housing development and
(2) how refugees impact employment and wages.
This committee will run on real time, beginning on November 17, 2017 and ending on
November 19, 2017. The default for talking will be a speaker’s list with 1 minute speaking time.
Side conversations will not be allowed and note passing is heavily encouraged. As this is a
general assembly committee, only resolutions will be passed and will require joint writing as
there will be a limit to how many resolutions will be presented. The committee will strictly
adhere to parliamentary procedure and will not lose focus of meeting the goal of passing
deliberate, productive resolutions. There will be no laptops permitted, absolutely no research
done during committee, and cell phone usage will be kept to a minimum.

Again, as these are at times intense topics, a community of respect will not only be
expected but required to ensure the happiness and peacefulness of each delegate in the
committee. If there are any issues with another delegate I will address it and serve it as a
warning. If the problem persists, VAMUN Secretariat will be contacted as will your sponsor.

General Background
The refugee crisis in Syria shed light on a frightening trend -- forced displacement has
increased to record numbers. According to a UNHCR report in 2015 Global Trends, 24 people
were forced to flee each minute in 2015, four times the number of forcibly displaced individuals
a decade before.1 The crisis shocked the world, yet reactions and solutions to the crisis and mass
influxes of refugees remain slow and grim. A refugee’s journey is often characterized by distinct
phases. First, the individuals are forcibly displaced as a result of persecution, conflict or
violence. Next, these refugees make there way out of their home country into surrounding
countries. In the Syrian refugee crisis, many of these refugees found themselves in refugee
camps in Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey, amongst other countries. These camps serve as
temporary living situations for refugees en route to other countries to seek asylum or trying to
attain residency or citizenship in those countries. Arriving at their desired country does not
constitute the end of their journey. Upon arrival, refugees seek jobs, new livelihoods and even
new identities. But that doesn’t mean that they have lost connection with their home country.
Often times, refugees send back money to their families, who are in desperate need.2 Below, you
will find more background into the two specific topics that we will tackle this weekend and
country examples to provide more background analysis for problem-solving.
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/unhcrsharedmedia/2016/2016-06-20-global-trends/2016-06-14-Global-Trends
-2015.pdf
2
 https://msu.edu/course/pls/461/stein/MNREXP1.htm

Topics of Focus:
1. Sustainable practices in refugee camps
2. Impact on wage and employment

Topic 1: Sustainable practices in refugee camps
Coupling the increase in the number of refugees worldwide has been the size and
number of refugee camps. Even though these camps are intended to temporarily host refugees
seeking asylum elsewhere in the country or in other countries, over the past ten years these
camps have begun to serve as more permanent residency for refugees escaping conflicts and
natural disasters. In fact, populations in some camps range from 25,000 to more than 100,000,
equivalent to the size regular cities. In other words, refugee camps have come to represent
pockets of urbanization.3 In many cases, aid agencies and international organizations that run
the refugee camps cannot handle the overwhelming influx of refugees to these camps. What
makes the influx even more difficult to handle is the fact that aid agencies and international
organizations, who provide services, materials and support to the camps, have a very tough time
estimating exactly how long refugees will remain in the camps. Despite international efforts to
mitigate the influx of refugees, camps are still expected to increase and become more permanent
forms of residency. As a result, these organizations are dealing with numerous sustainability
problems, that will only get worse if left unattended:
●

Loss of natural and agricultural land to crowded urban dwellings

●

Greenhouse gas emissions due to traffic, supply logistics, heating and energy
consumption
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●

Rampant food insecurity and food waste

●

High population density and lack of open space

 http://edepot.wur.nl/412412

Many of the problems that refugees confront living in the camps, and other sustainability
problems are not unique to just refugee camps. They sound like problems any city might face.
However, the scale at which, for example, food insecurity affects the camps makes these
problems urgent. Not being able to accurately predict how long refugees will stay in the camps
perpetuates many of these issues like food insecurity. Aid agencies will utilize all the tools that
they have to ensure food security. They can’t, however, predict how many asylum seekers will
leave the camp during a given year, which can be extremely detrimental towards resource
distribution. Over-predict the number of
refugees in the camps, and food that could
have been directly elsewhere will be wasted.
Under-predict the number of refugees in the
camps, and severe food shortages may
ensure, leaving lives at risk of malnutrition
and starvation.

Example: Zaatari Refugee Camp

What began as a temporary refugee camp in Jordan is now turning into a permanent
place of residence. The Zaatari refugee camp sits right below Syria’s southern border in Jordan
and now holds over 80,000 people, making it Jordan’s fourth-largest city.4 This refugee camp
essentially serves as an informal city, with hospitals, schools and playgrounds.5 In a sense, the
residents of the Zaatari community have adapted to become more self-sustaining. They have
managed to create a multimillion dollar local economy, that contains over 3,500 businesses and
4
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 http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/settlement.php?id=176
 http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/10/syrians-zaatari-camp-live-151021074641938.html

shops. This has given the refugees of this camp a sense of dignity and self-reliance, unseen in
many other refugee camps.  However, the same problems of sustainability listed above continue
to plague this new refugee city, which could serve as a model for other refugee
camps-turned-cities. Due to the closeness of building complexes, fire hazards remain an area of
concern. For example, back in 2013, a small fire spread quickly and burned or damaged more
than 30 tents.6 Problems associated with urban dwelling fire hazards are well-known and
solvable given the right information and resources.7 Furthermore, the ever expanding nature of
this camp is overextending the Jordanian electrical grid and a collapse in the main electricity
access point of the camp could lead to thousands of people lacking electricity and other
necessary resources. Here, the UNHCR and the Jordanian authorities need to collaborate to find
new ideas to either expand the grid or give a self-sustaining solution for the camp. In the project
Salam Neighbor, Kilian Kleinschmidt th UNCHR director of Zaatari says that “There are limits
to what we, as humanitarians can do...as to the system to provide first aid. But we don’t have the
capacity to work on medium and long-term strategies.”8 This is the challenge not only in Zaatari,
but in many refugee camps. These are made as short term, makeshift solutions to a problem that
will require a more long-term one. The example of Za’atari shows the power of possible
economic growth in a refugee camp, but also outlines its long term limitations in matters of
growth for the future.  As delegates you need to be able to brainstorm solutions and find feasible
ways for cooperation between the UN and the governments in order to make these camps more
sustainable.

 http://www.newsweek.com/zaatari-refugee-camp-home-thousands-syrians-turns-three-358354
 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-28/zaatari-refugee-camp/8749866
8
 Temple, Chris and Zach Ingrasci, directors. Salam Neighbor. Salam Neighbor , 1001 MEDIA and Living
on One, 20 June 2015, livingonone.org/salamneighbor/.
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Topic 2: Impact on wages and employment
Some of the most poignant issues regarding refugees are their impact on employment
and wages. More specifically issues regarding this range from rise in unemployment rates,
worker exploitation, lack of communication between refugees and their teachers or employers.
This creates an issue of adaptability and integration for the refugees into the society they form a
part of. Yet, it is unfair to generalize on the effect of the refugee crisis due to the variety of
different responses from different countries and regions, therefore, this section will be divided
in analyzing the effect of the crisis on Jordan, Turkey, Lebanon and Europe as a whole.
Jordan
It is important to realize that most of the refugees in Jordan are not living in refugee
camps like Zaatari, most of them are living outside of them in Jordanian cities and looking for
jobs to sustain themselves and their families with. According to the International Labor
Organization around 500,000 of the more than 616,000 refugees in 2015 lived in Jordanian
communities outside of the camps. This influx of people creates a strain in the local economies
which are overextended.9 There are several problems these refugees face one of which is high
levels of unemployment. According to the same ILO report “about 51 per cent of the Syrian men
living outside camps participate in the Jordanian labour market, while the unemployment rate is
as high as 57 per cent.” This is not only a problem for the refugees but also for the Jordanian
population, especially considering that while the market participation rate in Jordan is the same
as before the war, the unemployment rate has risen considerably from 14.5% to 21.1%.
Furthermore, many of these Syrian refugees work for lower wages, longer hours and have worse
contracts than Jordanians, due to the fact that they are looking for illegal work as most of the
refugees don’t have legal work permits.
9

http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---arabstates/---ro-beirut/documents/publication/wcms_364162.
pdf

Lebanon
While the problems in Lebanon are similar there are a wide variety of challenges that
need to be addressed. Lebanon has a higher number of refugees than does Jordan with around
927,638 refugees. This is probably because Lebanon has an open borders and work policy. This
means that it is welcoming the refugees with open arms, but it also means that there is an
increased strain in the Lebanese economy to produce enough jobs to sustain the number of
refugees. Furthermore, over half of the refugees are under the age of 24 with one third of the
refugee population being illiterate, this means that there is a strain for refugees that are looking
for low paying jobs and on the educational system in Lebanon who has to carry the burden of
teaching thousands of new students. This is an extremely complex endeavor as “Syrian refugee
students face multiple obstacles, including the inability to afford school fees, school accessibility,
as well as curriculum and language differences.”10 This means that it is imperative, not only to
help with possible employment and wage schemes, but to find ways in which to educate these
refugees in order to have a future productive workforce and not have a lost generation.
Turkey
As it stands Turkey is the number one nation in terms of the number of Syrian refugees it
has received. According to a 2015 UNHCR report, there were 2.5 million refugees in Turkey,
with that number consistently increasing as Syrians try to escape the violence that has ravaged
their country. Once in Turkey these refugees are not given work permits and are often subject to
doing informal jobs. This leaves many of them vulnerable to abusive and inhumane labor
conditions and hours.  Furthermore, this has caused a displacement in the labor market. Since
many of the informal jobs are now being done by refugees it has meant that there is less jobs for
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http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_240126/lang--en/index.htm?utm_source
=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+ungen+%28UN+gender+equality+news+fee
d%29

low educated or low skilled Turkish workers.  This is explained by the UNHCR report as
“Consistent with economic theory our instrumental variable estimates, which also control for
distance from the Turkish-Syrian border, suggest large-scale displacement of natives in the
informal sector.”11 This means that there needs to be a stimulus in the creation of jobs not only
for the refugees but for the Turkish people who are currently losing many of their informal jobs.
This issue affects mostly Turkish women and people with low education levels, who, before the
refugee crisis used to be the majority of informal workers in Turkey.
Europe
The refugee crisis in Europe is highlighted by even more barriers compared to the Middle
Eastern countries that have been mentioned. In general many of the challenges remain the
same, there is a large influx of refugees (especially in the main destination countries of Austria,
Sweden and Germany), though these countries are more prepared for the economic burden that
entails accepting thousands of new people. The main issue within these is the language barrier
that these refugees have when they arrive to European countries. Without mastery of the
languages of these countries, these refugees often face difficulties not only in finding and
maintaining jobs but in adjusting to life in these countries. Regarding this a, World Bank report
states that, “ Slow integration reflects factors such as lack of language skills and transferable job
qualifications, as well as barriers to job search”12. This is not the only employment issue these
refugees face they are also challenged by the fact that they often have higher unemployment as
compared to people of the countries and they often lack formal work permits. Even if they get
jobs it is often harder for them to succeed on the long term this is because “Factors that make it
difficult for all low-skilled workers to take up jobs, such as high entry wages and other labor
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http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---arabstates/---ro-beirut/documents/publication/wcms_240134.
pdf
12
 https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2016/sdn1602.pdf

market rigidities, may also be important, as may be “welfare traps” created by the interaction of
social benefits and the tax system. ”13 The difficulties in Europe often vary from country to
country, but the main underlying economic issues are very similar. It is important to find a way
for countries to create sustainable middle and long term solutions for the adaptation of refugees
into the job market.

13

 Ibid.

Questions to Consider (for each topic) (4-5 questions per topic)
Topic 1: Sustainability
●

How can the UNHCR improve its medium and long term sustainability measures for
refugee camps?

●

What measures can countries take to tackle the different challenges to sustainability
regarding refugee camps?

●

To what extent can the host countries and the UNHCR cooperate within their limited
budgets to create more sustainable living conditions?

●

Taking on the example of Zaatari, should more countries and refugee camps endorse the
creation of economies inside the camps? Why?

Topic 2: Impact on Wages and Unemployment
●

How can countries stimulate the job market enough to suffice the need of both the
incoming population of refugees and the already existing population?

●

To what extent would the creation of education programs and more informal jobs help
improve the overall situation for low educated Syrian refugees?

●

How can countries make sure that young Syrians get the proper education for children
and teens outside refugee camps?

●

To what extent can countries help to ensure that there isn’t a “lost Syrian generation”
after the war?

●

What measures could be taken to ensure proper wages and working conditions for
workers?

Research Tools & Resources + Guidelines
In order to learn about sustainability in refugee camps I recommend reading over the
statistics of the UNHCR and looking for studies that can explain the magnitude of the refugee
issue on sustainability. Furthermore look for the movie Salam Neighbor to learn more about the
Zaatari Refugee Camp:
●

https://s3.amazonaws.com/unhcrsharedmedia/2016/2016-06-20-global-trends/
2016-06-14-Global-Trends-2015.pdf

●

http://edepot.wur.nl/412412

●

https://www.netflix.com/watch/80096976

In order to learn more about the impact of refugees on the economy of their host
countries and on the issues of employment I would recommend using and reading reports by the
International Labor Organization and the IMF as they contained detailed statistics and analysis
on the effect of the refugees on each of the affected countries.
Finally, Best Delegate is an important resource regarding the creation of position papers
and for remembering parliamentary procedure. It is also helpful for resolution writing,
therefore, I strongly recommend printing out these pages as a guideline for format of the
committee:
●

http://bestdelegate.com/a-formula-for-the-perfect-position-paper-solution-oriented-res
earch/

●

http://bestdelegate.com/model-un-made-easy-how-to-write-a-resolution/

●

http://bestdelegate.com/model-un-made-easy-top-20-important-terms-to-know-in-com
mittee/
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We appreciate your feedback about our conference. Please
direct all inquiries and comments to our Secretary-General.
Ankita Satpathy
Secretary-General
secretarygeneral@vamun.org
You can also contact us at the mailing address below:
VAMUN c/o The International Relations Organization at
the University of Virginia
PO Box 400435
Newcomb Hall Station Charlottesville, VA 22904-4435

Non-Affiliation Statement
Although this organization has members who are
University of Virginia students and may have University
employees associated or engaged in its activities and
affairs, the organization is not a part of or an agency of the
University. It is a separate and independent organization
which is responsible for and manages its own activities and
affairs. The University does not direct, supervise or control
the organization and is not responsible for the organizations
contracts, acts, or omissions.

